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1. Introduction 
In this paper we modify an idea developed in [l] to solve a problem 
which was posed and partially solved in [7]. The problem is this: Let 
V and N be finite, non-empty sets with S and H permutation groups 
defined on V and N respectively, and let VTN denote the set of one to one 
mappings sending N into V. Two elements f, g E VAT are H-equivalent if 
there exists 6 E H such that /(e(n)) =g(n) for all n E N; let VN/H denote 
the set of classes of H-equivalent maps. An element (T E S induces a permu- 
tation OH of VN/H in a natural way: ZH(U) sends the equivalence class 
fH into the equivalence class (uf)H. We want to determine the cycle 
index of SH: = {r~(cr) : c E: S} in terms of the cycle indices of S and H. 
Among the structures which can be enumerated with the aid of the result 
of the present paper are the following: (1) classes of isomorphic linear 
and directed graphs (in this case we obtain a new, compact formula for 
the cycle indices of the relevant permutation groups), (2) classes of iso- 
morphic E-graphs studied by KLARNER [7] and OBERSCHELP [8] (Ober- 
schelp obtained an asymptotic formula for the number of classes of iso- 
morphic k-graphs using Polya’s enumeration theorem), and (3) classes of 
isomorphic graphs which are a generalization of the mixed graphs studied 
by HARARY and PALMER [5]. 
REDFIELD [lo] first indicated the method which is used today to e- 
numerate classes of isomorphic graphs, but it was Polya (see HARARY [a]) 
who first gave a formula for the cycle inventory of the permutation of 
the edges of the complete graph induced by a given permutation of the 
vertices of the graph. Polya’s formula, with no essential changes in the 
method or the result, has been exposited by many writers (for example, 
HARARY [4] or RIORDAN [ll]). 
Except for the statement of Polya’s fundamental enumeration theorem 
(Theorem 1 below), none of our results seem to have been published 
thus far. 
2. Statement of Pdlya’s theorem 
In this section we formulate Polya’s fundamental enumeration theorem 
and a slightly more general version of this theorem which we will require 
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later on. The notation we use is essentially the same as the notation used 
in [2]; for this reason we will omit proofs and discussion in this section. 
Let D and R be finite sets and let G be a permutation group defined 
on D. An element y E G splits into cycles; let c(y, j) denote the number 
of j-cycles of y (a j-cycle is a cyclic permutation of a set with j elements). 
The cycle inventory of a subset K of G is defined to be 
Z(K: x1, x2, . ..). = zXtg z;(~s~) x$x*2) . . . ; 
if K has exactly one element x we replace K by x in this notation and 
talk about the cycle inventory of x. The cycle index of the group G is 
defined to be 
P(G: x1, x2, . ..). = /GI-lZ(G: xl, x2, . ..). 
(As usual, the number of elements in a set G or a group G is denoted by /Cl.) 
Let RD denote the set of all mappings from D into R; f, g E RD are 
G-eqzcivalent if there exists y E G such that fy =g. (As usual, fy denotes 
the composition of the maps f and y defined by (fy)(d):=f(y(d)) for all 
d E D.) An equivalence class of G-equivalent maps is called a mapping 
pattern; the set of all mapping patterns will be denoted by RDIG. Let w 
be a weight function which assigns to each r E R a weight w(r) belonging 
to some commutative ring which at the same time is a vector space over 
the field of rational numbers. The weight of f E RD is defined to be 
JJdrD wf(d), and the weight of a mapping pattern X E RDIG is defined to 
be the weight of any f E X, that is, W(X) : = ndCD wf(d) for any f E X. 
Since maps in the same mapping pattern X necessarily have the same 
weight, this definition of W(X) is well formulated. 
Theorem 1 (Polya’s Enumeration Theorem) : 
Under the foregoing definitions and notations we have 
c X~IPIQ WX) = f'(G : &-tw(r), CcR (w(r))2, . . . ). 
A slightly more general form of Pblya’s Theorem involves the following 
situation. Let G be a group and let DI, Dz, . . . be a finite collection of finite, 
non-empty sets. Let xt be a representation of G by permutations of Dz, 
for i=l, 2, . . . . That is, for (r, e E G, i = 1, 2, . . . , we have xi(a) E S(Dt), 
xt(u~) =x4(a)&), xf(o-l) = (xi(o))-l. We put X: = (xl, ~2, . ..). and define 
T(G,f:xl,xa ,... ;yl,y2 ,... ;...):= 
:= JGJ-l&$(xl(y): xl, x2, . ..) &z(y): yl, y2, . ..) . . . . 
Let RI, R2, . . . be finite, non-empty sets, and let Y: = RF x R? x . . . ; we 
say $, s E Y are (G, X)-equivalent if and only if there exists a y E G such 
that fs=g&y) for i=l, 2, . . . . where J:=(fl, fz, . ..). #:=(gl,gz, . ..). An 
equivalence class defined in this way is called a vector mapping pattern 
and the set of all vector mapping patterns will be denoted by Y//(G, 2). 
Let C be a commutative ring which is at the same time a vector space 
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over the field of rational numbers, and let wi, ws, . . . be mappings of 
RI, Rz, . . . respectively into C. The weight of a vector mapping pattern 
X E Y//(G, X) is defined to be 
where f: = (fl, f2, . ..) is any element of X; it is easy to check that W(X) 
is independent of the choice off E X, so this definition is well formulated. 
Theorem 2: 
Under the foregoing definitions and notations we have 
We omit the proof of Theorem 2. A special case of this theorem is 
used by ROBINSON [12] and attributed by him to P~LYA [9]. A modifi- 
cation of the proof of Polya’s fundamental enumeration theorem given 
in [2] (in particular see sections 5.7 and 5.8) can be made to supply a 
proof of Theorem 2; at any rate, a thorough exposition of this result 
will appear in our forthcoming book [3]. 
3. A generalization of Pdlya’s theorem 
Let N and V be finite, non-empty sets, and let VN be the set of one 
to one mappings of N into V; our notation is motivated by the fact that 
IV,j=(IVI)INI,where(x),:=x(x- 1) . . . (x-n-tl). Let H be a permutation 
group defined on N, then H splits VN into a set of equivalence classes 
VN/H called injection patterns, where f, g E VN belong to the same in- 
jection pattern if and only if there exists 19 E H such that f0 =g. For 
every X E VN/H we have X= fH: = (fe: 0 E H} for any f E X, so every 
X E VN/H contains exactly [HI elements. Incidentally, this shows that 
1 V,/HI = / V~l/lHj. Let S be a permutation group defined on V; now c E S 
induces a permutation z&c) of VN/H defined by zH(o)(fH) : = (of)H for all 
fH E VN/H. Let SH: = {TV : a E S> be the group of permutations of VN/H 
induced by elements of S. We want to apply Polya’s enumeration theorem 
in situations where (in the notation of section 2) D= VN/H and G =SH. 
To do this we must find P(SH: 51, x2, . ..). in fact, we will find Z(zH(a): 
21, 22, . ..) in terms of Z(a: ~1, 162, . ..) and P(H: XI, 22, . ..). 
Let z be a permutation of a set P, recall that c(zz, i) denotes the number 
of j-cycles of z, and let b(n, i) denote the number of elements p E P such 
that d(p) =p. 
Lemma 1: Let i be a natural number, let P be a finite set, and let 
7t be a permutation of P, then 
b(n, i) = &lj OWn, 4 ; 
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hence, by the Mobius inversion formula 
C-9 C(G i) = i-l &,j /4j/4% 42 
where as usual ,u denotes the Mobius function. 
Proof: If p E P and nj(p) =p, then there exists a minimal natural 
number d such that zQ)=p; furthermore, d must be a divisor of j; 
thus, up necessarily belongs to a d-cycle of YZ. On the other hand, for each 
divisor d of j the elements p E P belonging to a d-cycle of 7c satisfy d(p) =p. 
This establishes (l), and (2) follows from (1) as a consequence of the 
Mobius inversion formula; see HARDY and WRIGHT [6] for a proof. 
Lemma 2: Let j be a natural number, let P be a finite set, and let 
n be a permutation of P, then 
(3) Z(d: Xl, z2, . ..)=Z(n. x:pj,, X~~~j,, . ..). 
where (m, n) denotes the greatest common divisor of the natural numbers 
m and n ; thus, 
(4 W> 4 = L+w ch 4W= l&j. (a~)=1 c(nd, Icj/D)j/Ds 
where the first sum is extended over all numbers d such that k(j, d) =d, 
and the second sum is extended over all divisors D of j such that (D, k) = 1. 
Proof : An element of P belonging to a cycle of length k in z belongs 
to a cycle of length k/(j, k) in nJ. Thus, a k-cycle of zz splits into (j, k) 
cycles of length k/(j, k) in nj; so if we replace xk by X&$~ in the cycle 
inventory of 3t we obtain the cycle inventory of ~5 and this is (3). The 
first equality in (4) is obtained by finding the exponent of xk: in (3). To 
prove the second equality in (4) we note that 
{d: k(j, &)=d}={d: dljk A k(j, d)=d)={Icj/D: D@ A (D, k)= l}. 
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3: Let N and V be finite, non-empty sets, let H be a permu- 
tation group defined on N, let IS be a permutation of V, and let XH(U) be 
the permutation of VAT/H induced by o, then 
(6) %1(4, 1) = IHI-l Zea IX% P” (~(a, j))c(e.jp 
where (x)0 : = 1 and (x) %: =x(x-l)... (z-n+ l),n= 1,2 ,..., forallnumbersx. 
Proof: Suppose fH E VN/H satisfies zH(a)fH = fH, then of = ffJ for 
some f3 E H; thus, if f has this property and if (nl, . . . , n,) is a cycle of 0, 
then (f(m), ---, fh)) is a cycle of 0. Conversely, if f E VN is such that it 
maps every cycle of 0 one to one onto a cycle of o, then there exists a 
13 E H such that uf = fe. 
Now we are going to construct and at the same time enumerate the 
one to one mappings f sending N into V such that af = ffl for some 
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t9 E H; by definition of b(ta(a), l), there are (Hlb(t~(cr), 1) of these maps, 
since lfH\ = IH 1 for all fH E VN/H. The construction is as follows: for a 
given 0 E H, we must map the set of j-cycles of 0 one to one into the set 
of j-cycles of 0, for j= 1, 2, . . . ; this can be done in (c(G, j))c(O.i, ways. 
Suppose the j-cycle (nr, . . . . nj) of 0 has been mapped to (or, . .., q), then 
we can define (f(m), . .., f(q)) = (wl, . .., q), or (f(w), . .., f(q)) = (q, WI, . ..), 
or . . , ; this can be done in j ways. This shows that the restriction of f 
to the orbits of 8 containing exactly j elements can be defined in 
jc(e-i)(c(u, j))e(e.i) ways for j= 1, 2, . . . ; hence, 
IHlb(nd4, 1) = CetdTL Pi) (~(a, j))c(e.,p 
and this implies (5). 
‘ 
Lemma 4: Let cl be a natural number, and let H, N, P and u be 
defined as in Lemma 3, then 
(6) b(Qf(u), d) = b(m(od), 1) for d=l, 2, . . . . 
Proof: Recall that b(t~(cr), d) is the number of elements fH E I’M/H 
such that (TH(a))d(fH)= fH. The result in (6) follows once it has been 
shown that (t~(a))d=t~(&) for d = 1, 2, . . . . but this can be established 
by a simple induction on d. This proves the lemma. 
Combining and summarizing the results of Lemmas l-4 gives the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3: Let H and 6 be permutation groups defined on finite 
sets N and V respectively, and let XH be the group of permutations of 
VN/H induced by the elements of S, then 
(7) p(flH: Xl, 52, . ..)= [5~-1~&(vf(a): Xl, $2, . ..). 
where (by definition) 
with 
(8) 
for j=l, 2, . . . . and 
Proof: We have (8) from Lemma 1, and (7) is a definition. To prove 
(9) we use the fact that b(t~(u), d)=b(t~(ad), l), so we can replace u by 
ud in Lemma 3 ; finally, Lemma 2 can be used to express c(ud, j) in terms 
of C(G, l), c(u, 2), . . . . 
4. H-grccphs of type M 
Let V, Nr, Ns, . . . be a finite collection of finite, non-empty sets with 
IVl~lNll,lN~l,..., letMl,M2 ,... be non-empty subsets of the non-negative 
integers, let HI, Hz, . . . be permutation groups defined on Nr, Na, . . . re- 
spectively, and let M: = (MI, Mz, . ..). H: = (HI, Hz, . ..). To avoid cumber- 
some notation we put G( V, M, H) : = ( MI”NPI) x (Mz~N@) x . . . . An 
element f E G( V, M, H) is called an H-graph of type M. Suppose 
f : = (fl, f2, . ..) E G( V, M, H), then f&X) is called multiplicity of X E MP(O 
where E(i) = VN,/H~. The number of edges in f is defined as za CXcE(i) fd(X), 
and V is called the vertex set of f. Let f :=(fl, f2, . ..). g:=(gl, gz, . ..) be 
elements of G( V, M, H), then f and g are isomorphic if there exists a 
permutation c of V such that flt&o)=g( for i= 1, 2, . . . . where Z&C.) 
is the p&mutation of VNJH~ induced by CS. Let g( V, M, H, e) denote the 
number of classes of isomorphic H-graphs of type M with vertex set V 
having e edges. 
Theorem 4: Let X(V) denote the symmetric group on V; under the 
foregoing definitions and notations we have 
(10) 
i 
z. g( V, M, H, e)fl= 
14 v)l-1 ZbESCV, -m,(4 : Cmtkf, xrn, CmPM, X2m, ** * 1 x 
x Z(tf&(a) : &&&x”, cm&, xzm, .. .) x . . . . 
Proof: We are going to apply Theorem 2 and make use of the notation 
defined there. We can consider ZH~ (see first paragraph of section 3) as a 
representation of S( V) by means of permutations of VN,/H~, for i = 1, 2, . . . . 
Thus, if we put Dt : = VNJH~, Rr : = MI, wa(m) : =xm for all m E Mt, and 
XI:=~H~ for i=l, 2, . . . . we have the situation described for Theorem 2. 
The classes of isomorphic H-graphs of type M are just the vector mapping 
patterns, furthermore, we have defined WI, wa, . . . so that the weight of 
a vector mapping pattern X is me if f E X has exactly e edges. Now Theorem 
4 is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2. This completes the proof. 
Note that (10) can be used effectively to calculate g( V, M, H, e) for a 
given e since Z(z~,(a): xl, x2, . ..) can be found by means of Theorem 3. 
Now we are going to assign special values to M and H in Theorem 4 
and enumerate the classes of isomorphic graphs of various types. 
Example 1 (Directed Graphs): Let V and N be finite non-empty sets 
with ( V( > INI and let H consist of the identity permutation of N, then 
the elements of VN/H correspond to the INI-tuples of distinct elements 
selected from V. Under the assumption that H consists of the identity 
permutation only, (9) simplifies to become 
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substituting this formula for b(t~(o), d) into (8) we get 
(12) Cb(4? i) = i-l zIcl,iPW) (l&d ic(a, 4) IN,. 
Using (12) along with Theorem 4 we have, for M a non-empty subset 
of the non-negative integers, 
xEog(V, M, H, e)ti= 
(13) Is(~)I-l~~,s,,,~(ta(o): ~mPniI~m~ ~mtM~2m~ *.-It 
where in this case g( F”, M, H, e) denotes the number of classes of iso- 
morphic directed INI-graphs of type M. When M={O, 1) or (0, 1, 2, . ..> 
and 1 N/ = 2, directed INI -graphs of type M become directed graphs or 
directed graphs with multiple edges respectively. 
Let Ni, Na be sets with INi/ = 1, INzl=2, let HI, Hz consist of the 
identity permutation on Ni, Nz respectively, and let MI, MZ be non-empty 
subsets of the non-negative integers. In this case H-graphs of type M 
correspond to directed graphs of type M with loops. Note that independent 
restrictions on the multiplicities of edges and loops can be imposed by 
selecting Ml and Mz. 
Example 2 (Linear Graphs): Let V and N be finite non-empty sets 
with I VI 2 IN /, and let H be the symmetric group on N, then the elements 
of VJN/H correspond to the INI-subsets of I’. Under the assumption that 
H=S(N), (9) takes a special form; we use the fact that 
Z(S(N): x1, x2, . ..)=(JNj)! ~~I-I!N~(((nr)!;~t)-lx:c}, 
where the sum extends over all IN 1 -tuples % : = (ni, na, . . .) of non-negative 
integers ni, n2, . . . such that INI =ni + 2na + . . . . Thus, (9) can be written 
as 
If we put d = 1 in (14), it is easy to see that 
(15) I%,= 0 b(%4v, (4, 1)x ‘N’==Z(u: 1+x, 1+x2, . ..). 
hence, since b(c~(n;)(a), d) =b(ts(&od), I), we have 
I%,= II b(%,, (a), dWN’ = 
06) =Z(u: (1 +zl/(l,d)) Cd), (1 +.X2/%@) C&d), . ..). 
from (3), Lemma 2. In particular, when 1 NI = 2 we have 
(17) %xv, (hd) = (cl? 1)) + (CyA), 
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and from Lemma 2 
WI c(&, I)= &,&(a, i), CC&, 2) =&&,0.2)-l c(u’, 2wwp. 
Now (17) and (18) together with (2) give an explicit formula for c(zs(~)(a), i) 
(when JNI = 2) in terms of ~(cY, l), c(u, 2), . . . . 
Using Theorems 3 and 4 along with (14) we can enumerate classes of 
isomorphic graphs of the following types : (We use the notation introduced 
in the first paragraph of this section.) (1) If M= (Ml), H = (HI) with 
HI=S(NI), H-graphs of type M are linear INIl-graphs of type M. If 
INil= and Ml={O, l} or Ml={O, 1, . ..> we have Z&ear graphs or 
linear graphs with multiple edges. (2) If M= (MI, Mz), H = (HI, Hz) with 
Hl=X(Nl), Hz=S(NS), INil=l, INzl=2, we are dealing with linear 
graph having loops and type M. Note that multiplicities of loops and 
edges can be regulated independently by defining MI and Mz in various 
ways. (3) If M=(Ml, Mz, . ..). H=(Hl, Hz, . ..) with H~=S(NI) and 
lNtl=ifori=l, . . . . 1 V’( we are dealing with general linear graphs of type M. 
Ordinarily, Ms = (0, l} for i = 1, 2, . . . and in this case we have general 
linear graphs. 
Example 3 (Mixed Graph): So far we have not considered an 
example in which INil = 1 Nz] . If INil = lNzl= 2, HI consists of the identity 
permutation on Ni, and Hz=S(NZ), we obtain graphs in which edges 
may be directed or undirected. This leads to many generalizations of 
the notion of a mixed graph; that is, cases in which ) Nrl= [Nzl = . . . , and 
the groups HI, Hz, . . . have been defined in different ways. 
Summary 
In this paper we are concerned with a problem in the Polya theory of 
enumeration. Our main result is the determination of the cycle index of 
a group 6’~ which acts on a set of equivalence classes VAT/H. (Let V and 
N be finite, non-empty sets and let S and H be permutation groups on 
V and N respectively; VN is the set of injective mappings of N into V; 
elements f, g E VN are H-equivalent if there exists 0 E H such that fe =g, 
and VAT/H is the set of H-equivalence classes. Any ~7 ES induces, in a 
natural way, a permutation zn(b) of VN/H, and SH is the group of all 
z~(u)‘s.) This result is used to enumerate classes of structures such as 
linear graphs, directed graphs, and generalized graphs. A typical conse- 
quence of our results is the determination of the cycle structure of the 
permutation of the subsets of a finite set induced by a permutation of 
the set. 
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